CRAFT - Lost Coin & Sheep Game Board
Supplies
• “Lost Coin & Sheep Game Board” handout (1 per child)
• colored construction paper (1 sheet per child, plus extras)
• crayons or washable markers
• tape
Easy Prep
1. Cut apart 1 handout for each child. Use the dotted lines as a reference for cutting apart
the game board portion and the pictures of the coins and sheep.
2. Cut colored construction paper into squares that are about 2x2 inches. Each child will
need 8 squares.
Make the game board. A friend will have to guess which squares the lost coins and
sheep are hiding under!
1. Give each child a sheet of construction paper and the game board template.
2. Help children tape the game board to the sheet of construction paper.
3. Each child can each pick out eight construction-paper squares to tape over the square
outlines on their game boards.
Help student to tape down only one side of each square, and make sure they tape each
square on the same side so that all the squares lift in the same direction.
4. Once taped down the game board template and the eight construction-paper squares,
let them color and decorate their game boards and the coin and sheep game pieces.
Play With a Friend!
1. When children have finished making their game boards, have them each find a partner
to play the game.
2. Take turns by having one child hide the four coin and sheep pictures under the colored
squares while the other child turns away or closes his or her eyes. You can then play in
one of two ways:
a. by simply guessing which squares have something hidden under them until all
four pieces have been found, or
b. by playing a memory game and having to correctly guess which two squares
have the matching coins and the matching sheep.
Depending on time, have children play one or both versions of the game. Make sure kids
each get a chance to use their game board to hide the coins and sheep as well as a turn
to guess using the other child’s game board.

